
Recycling Hints 
 
Plastic bags or wrappers do NOT belong in the blue recycle roll carts.  Neither do veggie 
trays or lids, plastic bubble packaging, or just about anything which is plastic (other than plastic 
bottles with a neck and cottage cheese/yogurt tubs).   Plastic bags get caught in the sorting 
machine forcing it to be stopped and the plastic bags removed.  This costs YOU money!  Please 
don’t put your plastic bags in the blue roll cart. 
 
Frozen food packaging does NOT belong in the blue recycle roll carts either.  Boxes for frozen 
or refrigerated foods are treated with a chemical named ‘wet strength’ which keeps the cardboard 
from disintegrating when it gets wet.  That chemical makes the cardboard extremely difficult to 
recycle, so put cold-food packaging in the gray garbage roll cart.  
 
Additionally Styrofoam (™) packaging and food containers do NOT belong in the blue recycle 
roll carts.  Kleenex and paper towels do NOT belong there either. 
 
What DOES belong in the blue roll cart?  Paper egg cartons, newspapers, aluminum cans, 
catalogues, junk mail, rinsed food cans, cardboard, plastic containers with a neck (please remove 
the lid and squish), magazines, phone books, paper bags, cereal boxes, milk cartons, empty 
aerosol cans (please remove the plastic nozzle), scrap metal, etc. 
 
Glass goes in the old bin we used to use - the green one if you have a choice, but the brown or 
cream one is ok too. 
 
Shredded paper can be put in the blue recycle roll cart but please first put it in a paper bag and 
staple the bag shut so the little fru-frus of paper don’t escape. 
 
You do not HAVE to set out your cart every service day - you may prefer to set it out only when 
it is full or mostly full. 
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